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Abstract- The system designed in this paper is a smart cage system, which use to take care a dog when owner lack of 
time. Smart dog cage has assisted to dog owner to make their life easier and less concern about their dogs when they far 
away. In addition, This system has been developed for use in an animal hospital. Care for patients as well. Smart cage 
system consist of a automatic cleaning excrement and urine which use image processing, a automatic feeding, a dog 
monitoring. All of module process by a computer.  Our system use a IOS mobile application which connected to the server 
for setting a parameter controlling a cage and monitoring a dog through a internet network.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays, people most commonly get a pet for 
companionship, to protect a home or property or 
other reason such as the beauty and attractiveness. A 
dog is the one of popular pet in the world, from the 
research in the United States there were 56.7 million 
household with dogs in 2014 [1] and in worldwide 
the dog is the 2nd pet of choice. 
According to data from the Bureau of real estate [2] 
showed that present. People in Thailand Luxury 
living in residential condominiums increased. Which 
the author recognizes the lives of dogs, including 
animal welfare if the dogs have been brought on. 
Those Condo Typically, if a dog owner have to go far 
from his dog. The dog will be left alone. The dogs do 
not care as well as it should be so.  
In this paper, we proposed new dog technology 
products which called smart dog cage. The automatic 
smart dog cage was invented for help relieving dog 
owners to get comfortable and help keep animals 
healthy lifestyle. This smart cage consist of 
automatic waste disposal that can clean sewage using 
object detection, automatic feeder and CCTV 
monitoring, etc. All of these application can operate 
via smart phone. 
This cage is suitable for pet owners are away from 
his dog. Our dogs are fed as scheduled. And cage 
cleaning Waking up automatically. The dogs do not 
have to live in a cage with feces and urine. Which is 
the accumulation of bacteria Help the dog is in good 
health. We do not mean to put the dog in a cage all 
the time, which is immoral. It is a better choice if the 
owners want to put him in a cage. 
In addition, we can customize the cage to be used for 
other animals, such as cats, birds, rabbits, adjusted to 
suit the habits and daily life of the animal itself. And 
it can be adapted for use in an animal hospital. In 
case there are a lot of sick animals overnight. The 
administrator is not enough 

In previous paper “Smart cage using object 
detection” [3] we emphasize object detection by 
image processing in smart cage which use in smart 
cage for detect position dog and excrement in order 
to use in cleaning process. But in this paper talk 
about overview of this smart cage system. 
 
II. METHODOLOGY 
 
Methodology for “Smart cage system” consists of 4 
main parts: Mechanical design, System design, 
Algorithm design, and Application. 
A. Mechanical design 
In this part present about the cage design, details 
about the material usage for build the cage.  

 
Fig. 1 Smart cage design by Solidworks program 

 
In fig.1 shows build of smart cage which is designed 
from Solidworks program.  

 
Fig. 2 Smart cage design by Solidworks program 

 
In fig.2 show front and top view of the cage from 
Solidworks, the designed dimension is width 900 
mm x depth 810 mm x height 1184.5 mm, On the 
top of the cage have a leg for install webcam which 
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use in image processing. This cage size is 
appropriate for small dog breeds (weight less than 15 
kg). 

 
Fig. 3 Smart cage divided into 3 main parts 

 
For the cage material can be divided into 3 main 
parts shows in fig.3, the cage, the cage floor and the 
tray. For material use for build the cage should not 
easy to rust so, stainless steel is selected to build 
smart cage structure. In the part of cage floor should 
be consider the material that durable from scratch 
and easy to clean, the PVC is used for this part. The 
tray made from stainless steel. It use for contain 
sewage and excrement. 
B. System Design 
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Fig. 4 System design of smart cage 

 
In the smart cage system, the main processor and 
server use window 8 tablets for implement and 
develop the system to control Arduino 
microcontroller. And we implement the IOS 
application using for setup and change the parameter 
in configuration page.  
The layout of the system is present in block diagram 
as show in fig 4.  
 
This tablet connect to webcam via USB, this webcam 
use in automatic cleaning process which use image 
processing. And it install on the top of the cage.  
The output of the microcontroller will provide 
voltage output to the actuator according to received 
command from the tablet (main processing) via RS-
232 and provide switching of particular relays. The 
relays used will be Single 5VDC SPDT (single pole 

double throw relay) while the relay driver used will 
be IC PC817 [4]. In fig.5 show connection between 
tablet microcontroller and relay board. 

 
Fig. 5 show connection between tablet and relay board 

 
C. Algorithm Design 
1) Cleaning system 
In [3] previous paper, we talk about image 
processing process which use for detect position of 
dog and increment. In this paper, we not mention to 
image processing process. After all objects in the 
smart cage were detected from image processing 
process, the computer programming will make a 
decision for operate side. For the process of 
operation. 
 

 
Fig. 6 Smart cage design by Solidworks program 

 
In fig.6 the dog and excrement are detected in the 
left and right side of conveyor, respectively. When 
there is only excrement on the right conveyor, the 
right conveyor will rotate ½ round to move the 
excrement out of the cage and the excrement will fall 
into the tray that install below the cage. On the other 
hand, if the dog is detected on the right conveyor and 
excrement is placed in the left conveyor, the left 
conveyor will rotate vice versa.  
 

 
Fig. 7 Smart cage design by Solidworks program 
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By the way, in case of the dog is detected between of 
2 conveyors or both dog and excrement are detected 
in the same side as show in fig.7, all of motor will 
stop for safety and to not interrupt the dog’s activity 
until the dog walk to the opposite of excrement side. 
 

 
Fig. 8 show direction both conveyor and brush 

While  moving conveyor  in clockwise direction  for 
move waste leave the cage floor , the brush will 
moving together  In the same direction   In order to 
scrub surface of cage floor. At the same time, water 
is injected from blue pipe to clean. As show in fig 8. 
 
2) Automatic feeder system 
Automatic feeder is installed on the top of cage. The 
Box of automatic feeder is designed using ABS 
plastic which can contain Dog food pallet up to 45 
cups or 10.6 liter. The system of automatic feeder 
will dispense food from motor rotation that control 
time and amount of food via application, measure 1 
cup/10.6 liter in each 1 round rotation and food will 
fall along the designed pipe to dog bowl. Fig.9 show 
automatic feeder which use in smart cage system 
 

 
Fig. 9: Automatic feeder which use in smart cage system 

 
3) Monitoring system 
In smart cage system is installed IP-camera for 
monitor your pet which can help to relieve the dog 
owner when need to leave the dog alone. This system 
is designed to make the dog owner’s life easier and 
worry less about their dog when they are away.  
The camera use in our system is required the IP-
Camera integrated with wireless IP-Camera using a 
color CMOS sensor, enable to view in High 
Definition resolution. Therefore, the FOSCAM IP-

camera is selected with the flexible move of 300-
degrees horizontally and 120-degrees vertically. The 
FOSCAM IP-camera provides users with more 
comprehensive controls on remote site, support 
H.264 [5] video compression technology which 
reduces file size and save more network bandwidth. 
 
For the Monitoring system combines a high quality 
digital video camera with a built-in web server to 
bring clear video to your desktop and mobile devices. 
According to the camera is based on the TCP/IP 
standard so, it could support Internet Explorer that 
can help to simplifies for the management and 
maintenance on your device by access the website of 
the camera though network. Thus, you can monitor 
your pet anywhere and anytime on your smart mobile 
devices. Fig.10 show IP-camera which use in smart 
cage system. 

 
Fig. 10 IP-camera which use in smart cage system 

 
D. Application 
For the application part of the Smart cage system 
model architecture model consisting of two parts, 
Client and Server side.  
The server side is developed using C# language on 
window platform which process on the tablet call 
“Microsoft surface pro”. Mainly process of this 
designed server is to process for the image 
processing that use in the “automatic cleaning 
system”. Moreover this part is used to process for the 
“feeding system” and connect to microcontroller to 
control the actuator to work properly.  
At the front of smart cage it have touch screen tablet 
which have function for main control this smart 
cage. 
 

 
Fig. 11 Feeding page application 
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Fig. 12 Monitor page application 

 
Fig. 13 Clean page application 

 

Application consists of 4 pages, including Feeding 
page, Monitoring page, cleaning page and setting 
page. As shown in fig. 11-13. 
Feeding page use for set the feeding time, quantities 
food in each time and it also can control manually. 
For monitoring page design for video streaming from 
IP-camera that can manually setting for IP-camera 
such as adjust pan-tilt angle, contrast, brightness, 
etc. 
In cleaning page have image processing run in 
background process to detect dog and excrement. In 
GUI user can enable or disable the automatic 
cleaning system. And the cleaning system can also 
manually operate clean left side and right side 
conveyor. 
For more flexibility and comfortably of the smart 
cage system, the Client side we use IOS application 
to develop which can monitor the pet and control the 
smart cage function remotely via internet. The IOS 
mobile application will send the message to server to 
control the actuators which can adjust for the suitable 
parameter to our smart cage.  

 
Fig. 14 IOS application which use for the smart cage system 

The smart cage is developed for IOS application to 
set the feeding time, set the suitable amount of food, 
monitor pet via IP-camera and set the cleaning 
process for the cage floor. In fig.14 show the IOS 
application which use for the smart cage system. 
IOS system is developed by Apple Inc. for iPhone. 
Apple also introduced a software development 
package (SDK) for IOS the development 
environment on Mac OSX 10.7 and Xcode 4.2., 
including Xcode compiler and iPhone online 
simulator.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The Smart cage system develops to help care for a 
dog at home or hospital. This system can help ease 
the burden for pet owner as well. The mainly system 
is designed to clean excrement/urine automatically, 
set the feeding time and monitoring system (via 
application) which will help to enhance the well-
being of the dog, in case of owner has no time to take 
care their dog. Preliminary designs, we tried this 
system with the dog and it work properly with the 
small to medium dog breeds (The larger dog breeds 
need to redesign for the suitable cage size). We also 
hope that our smart cage system will available in the 
commercial soonest.  
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